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Refugees, Migrants, Asylum Seekers and Displaced Persons 

One of the most disturbing trends in contemporary practices regarding displaced persons is the creeping 

tendency towards criminalising humanitarian responses that are designed to assist such people. These range 

from the closure of Italian ports to rescue ships, and the imposition of hefty fines on the captains and owners 

of such ships, to the interrogation by law enforcement agencies of people who assist displaced persons. In 

NGO circles this trend is called the ‘criminalisation of solidarity.’  

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/030639681875679 

https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2017/01/france-prosecuting-citizens-crimes-solidarity-

170122064151841.html 

https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/research-subject-groups/centre-criminology/centreborder-

criminologies/blog/2016/05/proud-aid-and 

 

A spokesperson for the Platform for International Co-operation on Undocumented Migrants (PICUM) states: 

“The context of migration is one in which return, increased detention, including of children and families, is 

increasingly accepted. So to try to get some positive result on… changing this directive is aspirational.”  

https://www.thenewhumanitarian.org/news-feature/2019/06/20/european-activists-fight-criminalisation-aid-

migrants-refugees 

 

Several reports have concluded that the current situation amounts to a systematic and Europe-wide campaign 

to effectively compromise assistance to asylum seekers. They also point out that while anti-asylum seeker 

policies have increased over the past decades, the targeting of humanitarian workers is a relatively new 

phenomenon. They also stress that, while this criminalisation might target two distinct groups, the message is 

the same: ‘immigration and immigrants are bad.’ 

https://www.intersos.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Asylum_Criminalisation_report_EN.pdf 

 

A new report issued on World Refugee Day 2019 observed that between 2015 and 2018 at least 158 people in 

eleven European countries were either being investigated or were formally charged for assisting undocumented 

migrants in Europe. Most were in France, Italy and Greece. A statement accompanying the report said that for 

many authorities, “civil society is a threat to this very, very harsh border management policy.” 

http://www.resoma.eu/node/194 
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This link leads to an article that shows the variety of actions and the incredible cross section of people who are 

involved in humanitarian activities and who have been fined, prosecuted or intimidated. They range from MPs 

to firefighters to clergy. 

https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/8212/refugee-aid-workers-heroes-or-criminals 

 

The case of Carola Rackete has gained much publicity and brought this tendency into the spotlight. In response 

to her arrest a ‘solidarity at sea’ campaign is gaining ground.  

https://jacobinmag.com/2019/07/mediterranean-refugee-crisis-lampedusa-silvani-carola-rackete-sea-watch 

https://solidarity-at-sea.org/criminalization/ 

 

The International Association of Lawyers has pointed to “its deepest concern with regard to the resulting 

restrictions on human and defence rights. It is particularly concerned about the risks arising from activities 

conducted by lawyers in defending the rights of migrants targeted by these laws.” It also noted the growing 

tendency to prosecute people offering assistance to migrants under laws designed to combat trafficking in 

persons. It also noted that “with respect to humanitarian assistance, legal assistance must not be criminalized, 

and doing so constitutes a violation of the fundamental principles of European Union law, including Article 

47’s guarantee of the right to an effective legal remedy and to an impartial tribunal.” 

https://www.uianet.org/en/news/call-non-criminalisation-humanitarian-aid-and-legal-assistance-migrants 

 

Meanwhile, many NGOs are committed to amplifying the voices of those who push back against the inhuman 

treatment of migrants and the attempts to make complex migration issues invisible. Most argue that the 

criminalisation process is a sign of understanding the migration issue from a securitisation perspective rather 

than a humanitarian perspective. 

https://rm.coe.int/migration-side-event-110419-communique-en/1680942df9 

 

In this contested terrain it is important to note the emerging clarity around the goals of those who offer 

humanitarian assistance. “Besides the delivery of humanitarian aid, actors working with asylum seekers have 

also become alternative sources of information about the situation of people affected by the EU’s asylum 

agenda, including asylum law and human rights violations. One key aspect of their work now includes the 

documentation and collection of information to counter allegations that link humanitarian action in the context 

of asylum with criminal offences. The result is a complex landscape that includes various stakeholders with, 

at times, differing goals, activities, structures, resources and operating experience.” The provision of 

knowledge as a source of agency and power should not be underestimated as a vital resource for migrants in 

their fight for rights. It has also been noted that for many citizens exposure to the struggles of migrants has had 

a powerful politicising effect contrary to the dominant discourses linked to populism and nationalism. 

https://www.intersos.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Asylum_Criminalisation_report_EN.pdf 

One of the best-known cases in the UK has been that of the Stanstead 15. In March 2017, a group surrounded 

an aircraft that was due to be used to deport 60 immigrants, preventing the plane from taking off. The 

prosecution charged them under anti-terrorism legislation, designed after the Lockerbie incident, whereas 

climate justice activists who used similar tactics to protest against aeroplane emissions were charged with 

aggravated trespassing,  not terrorism. A report stated that, “to understand the disproportionate response to the 

Stansted 15, it is necessary to situate the case within a wave of criminalization and delegitimization of migrant 

solidarity across Europe at a time of great political and economic unease.” 

http://www.publicseminar.org/2019/04/the-stansted-15-and-the-criminalization-of-migrant-solidarity/ 
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https://www.amnesty.org.uk/press-releases/stansted-15-amnesty-observe-trial-amid-concerns-anti-

deportation-activists 

 

In stark contrast to this tendency has been the insistent call by Pope Francis to do the exact opposite and to 

welcome displaced persons. 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=pope+francis+and+welcoming+immigrants&form=EDGSPH&mkt=en-

za&httpsmsn=1&refig=728a73ba2ee343ddbc9023048cf8471c&sp=-

1&pq=pope+francis+and+welcoming+immi&sc=0-

31&qs=n&sk=&cvid=728a73ba2ee343ddbc9023048cf8471c 

Finally, this quote sums up the counter narrative that the Pope has put out in the public domain. “Migrants 

trust that they will encounter acceptance, solidarity, and help, that they will meet people who will sympathize 

with the distress and tragedy experienced by others, recognize the values and resources the latter have to offer, 

and are open to sharing humanly and materially with the needy and disadvantaged.” It is a valuable lodestar to 

follow. 

https://cliniclegal.org/sites/default/files/pope_quotes.pdf 

 

Peter-John Pearson 

Director 
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